Reff Profiles

Knoll
Programmatic Planning for the Whole Office

Borrowing from the functionalist vision of the modernist masters, Reff Profiles™ delivers a progressive and efficient architectural presence for private offices, administrative areas and open plan environments. Building on a long history, Reff Profiles continues its tradition of wood excellence and design flexibility—an important criterion for planning the future workplace.
Cohesive Design for Administrative Areas

Reff Profiles responds to spatial organization, harmonizing standard and customizable components with a broad spectrum of materials. Administrative and reception workstations incorporate transaction counters, infill panels, specialized storage units and modular electrical components.

Double-wide administrative workstation, opposite, in Peacock Green Walnut veneer with Life® task chairs. Clamp-on worksurface-height power and data center, center right, facilitates accessibility. Infill panels and transaction tops are readily customized, shown lower right, in glass.

Reff Profiles creates offices appropriate to contemporary architecture, fostering spatial integration with the building itself.
Wood Excellence throughout the Workplace

Reff Profiles celebrates understated, highly crafted worksurface-mounted and overhead storage components. BIFMA level® 3 certified—the highest rating under the sustainability standard—Reff Profiles reflects Knoll leadership in manufacturing refined wood solutions for the entire work environment.

A classic private office, opposite, in Light Oak with a Sapper Executive chair and Krusin side chair, is easily transformed by replacing the desk with a peninsula worksurface supported by reverse-L legs, top left. The double-wide workstation in Light Oak with Folkstone Grey laminate worksurfaces and Life® chairs, bottom left, offers a complementary administrative support area.
Integrated Technology Support

Reff Profiles offices can be individually tailored, yet remain part of a greater organizational whole, leveraging the proportion and scale of desks, three-quarter-height floorstanding storage and overhead storage. Integrated technology tools support day-to-day performance.

A private office in Old English Walnut features Reff Profiles technology tools, including worksurface-accessible power and data center, top right, 3/4-height equipment cabinet with CPU cubby and pull-out printer drawer, center right, and the high performance task panel with wire drop and tool rail, bottom right. Shown here with Life® task chair and Saarinen Executive side chair.
One Solution for a Range of Planning Styles

The right office is a catalyst for a new way of working. Reff Profiles offers solutions to address evolving planning paradigms. With strong lines and visual lightness, modular components are detailed and scaled to transition from private offices to administrative areas to open plan workspaces.

Reff Profiles shown here in Grigio veneer, Folkstone Grey and Medium Grey laminate and glass accents, with Generation by Knoll® task chairs, and Sprite and Moment™ side chairs.
Reff Profiles™

Reff Profiles delivers a progressive, efficient architectural presence, with the private office in mind, while maintaining the benefits of wood excellence, planning flexibility and breadth of options.

Reff Profiles offers a broad range of aesthetic options selected to reflect contemporary work styles. With strong horizontal lines and visual lightness, Reff Profiles focuses on the combination of wood and other materials, including glass and aluminum components.